Key Corridors

The Long Range Transportation Plan Key
Corridors are interregional roads that
connect people to destinations within the
region and to our sister counties:
Hillsborough, Pinellas, Charlotte, and
DeSoto.
Multi Modal Emphasis Corridors MMEC)
are established to assist with the
redevelopment and revitalization of the
corridors through the allocation of funds
specifically for multimodal transportation
improvements.

Map Place Holder

Improvements and studies on these key
corridors will focus on establishing a
linkage between land use and
transportation strategies through urban
design that improves walking, bicycling,
and transit accessibility conditions.










US 41
Manatee Ave
Cortez Rd
University Pkwy
Fruitville Rd
Clark Rd
Gulf Dr
Gulf of Mexico Dr

COST FEASIBLE PLAN

E-Commerce Extensions
PROJECT MAP

DESCRIPTION
Keeping freight moving is essential to the
local economy. Improving accessibility
and multi modal connectivity allows for
proximity to jobs and efficient movement
of freight and goods. Regional jobs and
transportation of goods are primarily
served by air, sea, truck, and rail through
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport
(SRQ) and Port Manatee.
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) are

Map Place Holder

high priority networks of transportation
facilities

important

to

the

state’s

economy and mobility. I-75, SR 70, and
University

Pkwy

are

important

SIS

connectors that help move freight, goods,
and people through Sarasota-Bradenton
Airport (SRQ) and Port Manatee.

E-COMMERCE EXTENSIONS
I-75/Port Manatee
 New Interchange
 New Port Manatee Connector

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

University Parkway
 Connect University Pkwy to SR 70
 Expanding the SIS corridor on University Pkwy leading

to the Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport
I-75 at Yorkshire/Raintree
 New Interchange

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
6th St from 17th Ave to 9th Ave

DESCRIPTION
Complete

Streets

serve

PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder

the

transportation needs of users of all ages
and

abilities,

including

pedestrians,

bicyclists, transit riders motorists, and
freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote safety, quality of life, and
economic development by providing
access to essential destinations like
LECOM Park.
LECOM Park has been a part of the
Bradenton community for almost a
century. It is currently the Marauders
minor league baseball training facility
and

the

Pittsburgh

Pirates

Spring

training facility.
Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways
and rights of way with all users in mind to make the
transportation network safer and more efficient. They may
address a wide range of elements, such as sidewalks,
bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible
pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified vehicle travel
lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
9th Ave from US 41/14th St to 3rd St W

DESCRIPTION
Complete

Streets

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

serve

the

transportation needs of users of all ages
and

abilities,

including

pedestrians,

bicyclists, transit riders motorists, and
freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote safety, quality of life, and
economic development by providing
access to essential destinations.
This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
9th St W from Cortez Rd to 17th Ave

DESCRIPTION
Complete

Streets

PROJECT MAP

serve

the

transportation needs of users of all ages
and

abilities,

including

pedestrians,

bicyclists, transit riders motorists, and
freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote safety, quality of life, and
economic development by providing
access to essential destinations.
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This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, shopping centers, local shops,
and affordable housing, for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
12th St from Orange Ave to Tuttle Ave

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.
Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.

This project will provide access to
SUNTrail Network, Ed Smith Stadium,
transit stops, shopping centers, local
shops, and affordable housing, for all
users.
Ed Smith Stadium has been a part of the
Sarasota community for three decades. It is
currently

the

Baltimore

Orioles

spring

training facility.
Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
12th St from US 41 to Orange Ave

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.
Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.
This project will provide access to the
SUNTrail

Network,

Ed

Smith

Stadium,

transit stops, shopping centers, local shops,

Map Place Holder

and affordable housing, for all users.
Additionally, the project will connect 12th St
from East of Central Ave to West of Orange
Ave.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
17th Ave from US 41/14th St to 3rd St W

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.

A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.

This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Streets

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
E Venice Ave from US 41 to US 41/Business Tamiami Trl

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.
Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.
This project will provide access to the
Legacy Trail, Venetian Waterway Park/
Intracoastal Waterway Trail, Venice Historic

Map Place Holder

Bus Depot, transit stops, shopping centers,
local shops, and downtown Venice for all
users.
Additionally, the project will add multi
modal improvements to the E Venice Ave
Bridge

(CR-772

over

Intracoastal

Waterway).
Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
N Tuttle Ave from Fruitville Rd to University Pkwy

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including
riders

pedestrians,

motorists,

and

bicyclists,
freight

transit

handlers.

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.

This

project

will

provide

access

to

Ed Smith Stadium, transit stops, shopping
Map Place Holder

centers, local shops, and affordable housing,
for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Street

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

SR 684/Cortez Rd at SR 789/Gulf Dr

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including
riders

pedestrians,

motorists,

and

bicyclists,
freight

transit

handlers.

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access

to essential destinations.

Currently, a complete street is programmed
on SR 789/Gulf Dr from Coquina Beach to
27th St. This complete street intersection

Map Place Holder

will provide multi modal improvements
where bicycle and pedestrian

can safely

cross, In addition to providing a SUNTrail
connection. It will also improve on and off

traffic flow to and from the Barrier Islands.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

John Ringling Blvd from E of Coon Key Bridge to E of Ringling Bridge

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including
riders

pedestrians,

motorists,

and

bicyclists,
freight

transit

handlers.

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access

to essential destinations.

This complete street project will provide
multi modal enhancements with dedicated
lanes

for

vehicles.

walking,

biking,

Additionally,

this

and

transit

project

Map Place Holder

will

provide connection to the SUNTrail Network
and will also improve on and off traffic flow
to and from the Barrier Islands.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

SR 64/Manatee Ave at E Bay Dr

Roundabouts provide reductions in serious
injury and fatality crashes as well as
reductions in delay for road users. Benefits
of modern roundabouts have been shown to
occur in both urban and rural areas under a
wide range of traffic conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection of
SR 64/Manatee Ave at E Bay Dr will improve
vehicle flow and pedestrian safety. This
project will also benefit the island by
providing better vehicular flow pre and post
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disasters like storms and hurricanes.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

SR 684/Cortez Rd at 75th St

Intersection improvements strategies create
more usable capacity for vehicles, improving
travel times by allowing more vehicles to
move through a specific point or segment.
Additional benefits include, reduction of
spillback on to major roads and reduction of
vehicle collisions.
Extend the northbound and eastbound left
turn

lanes

to

increase

queued

vehicle

storage. Change eastbound and westbound
left

turn

signal

phasing

to

protected/

permitted.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Intersection Geometry
Intersection improvements can be changes in intersection
geometry and extension or expansion of acceleration and
deceleration lanes. They are widely used when there is
traffic spillback on major roads or where there are severe
bottlenecks.

SR 789/Gulf Dr from 27th St N to Palm Dr/Gulf Dr

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including
riders

pedestrians,

motorists,

and

bicyclists,
freight

transit

handlers.

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access

to essential destinations.

Currently, a complete street is programmed
on SR 789/Gulf Dr from Coquina Beach to
27th St. This project will provide be part of
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the SUNTrail Network and will provide access
to the beaches, trolley stops, shopping
centers, and local shops for all users.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

SR 789/Gulf of Mexico Dr at Broadway St

Roundabouts provide reductions in serious
injury and fatality crashes as well as
reductions in delay for road users. Benefits
of modern roundabouts have been shown to
occur in both urban and rural areas under a
wide range of traffic conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection of
SR 789/Gulf of Mexico Dr at Broadway St will
improve vehicle flow and pedestrian safety.
This project will also benefit the island by
providing better vehicular flow pre and post
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disasters like storms and hurricanes.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

SR 789/Gulf of Mexico Dr at Longboat Club Rd

Roundabouts provide reductions in serious
injury and fatality crashes as well as
reductions in delay for road users. Benefits
of modern roundabouts have been shown to
occur in both urban and rural areas under a
wide range of traffic conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection of
SR 789/Gulf of Mexico Dr at Longboat Key
Club Rd will improve vehicle flow and
pedestrian safety. This project will also
benefit

the

island

by

providing

better
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vehicular flow pre and post disasters like
storms and hurricanes.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

SR 789/Gulf of Mexico Dr on Longboat Key

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including

pedestrians,

bicyclists,

transit

riders, motorists, and freight handlers.
A transportation system based on Complete
Streets principles can help to promote safety,

quality of life, and economic development by
providing access to essential destinations
like the Barrier Island beaches.
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NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
7th St Between Haben Blvd & 10th Ave

PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder
DESCRIPTION
Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.

A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.
This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT
Complete Streets
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified

vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
15th St E between 52nd Ave & 44th Ave E

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.

A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.

This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Complete Streets

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified
vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Fruitville Rd/University Blvd between US 41 & I-75

PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder
DESCRIPTION
Off Road Shared Use Paths are paved or
gravel trails that connect pedestrians and
bicyclists to other points of recreation, or
neighborhoods to work, school or retail.

These paths ensure the safety of nonmotorized commuters and recreationists.

Within Manatee and Sarasota Counties,
there are many paths and trails. Improving existing paths and trails to be off road
and shared use increases accessibility
and safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
In addition, livability and reliability are
enhanced due to less motorized traffic
causing congestion and pollution.

IMPROVEMENT
Pinellas Trail, FL

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Off Road Shared-Use Path
Shared-use paths play an integral role in recreation,
commuting, and accessibility due to their appeal to users of all ages and skill levels. They are bi-directional
side paths or trails physically separated from vehicular
travel lanes along roadways or completely off roadway
Right-Of-Ways (ROW) that are shared by both, pedestrians and bicyclists.

N Tuttle Ave between Fruitville Rd & MLK Way

Map Place Holder

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote

safety,

quality

of

life,

and

economic development by providing access
to essential destinations.
This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.

Complete Streets
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
SR 64/Manatee Ave between 6th St/Green Bridge & 75th St W

PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder
DESCRIPTION
Off Road Shared Use Paths are paved or
gravel trails that connect pedestrians and
bicyclists to other points of recreation, or
neighborhoods to work, school or retail.

These paths ensure the safety of nonmotorized commuters and recreationists.

Within Manatee and Sarasota Counties,
there are many paths and trails. Improving existing paths and trails to be off road
and shared use increases accessibility
and safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
In addition, livability and reliability are
enhanced due to less motorized traffic
causing congestion and pollution.

IMPROVEMENT
Pinellas Trail, FL

Off Road Shared-Use Path
Shared-use paths play an integral role in recreation, commuting,

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

and accessibility due to their appeal to users of all ages and skill
levels. They are bi-directional side paths or trails physically
separated from vehicular travel lanes along roadways or
completely off roadway Right-Of-Ways (ROW) that are shared by
both, pedestrians and bicyclists.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN

US 41/Tamiami Trail between
Venice Ave E & Charlotte County Line
PROJECT
MAP
Map Place Holder
DESCRIPTION
Complete Streets serve the transportation needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders motorists, and freight handlers.

A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote safety, quality of life, and
economic development by providing access to essential destinations.

This project will provide safe access to
LECOM Park, Village of the Arts, transit
stops, and local shops, for all users.
Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT
Complete Streets
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

approaches to planning, designing, and operating roadways and
rights of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. They may address a wide
range of elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes,
public transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions, modified

vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Buckeye Rd North Extension between Buckeye Rd & County Line Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Buckeye Rd between I-75 & Ft. Hamer Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
County Line Rd from US 41 to I-75

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

Port Manatee is an 1,100 acre seaport that
contributes more than $2.3 billion in local
economic impact, supports more than
24,000 jobs, and moves over 8 million tons
of cargo, including petroleum, agricultural
products, and building materials.

As a designated Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) facility, access from the Port to
the rest of the state system is crucial. Port
Manatee Master Plan’s most significant
land-based improvement is the I-75 Port
Connector Project which would provide a
direct highway connection from I-75 to the
Port. Location of the new connector will be
determined after a study is conducted
within the area shown on the map.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New Road

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Adding new lanes to an existing road or building new
roads can reduce congestion and provide alternate
routes for commuters. Providing additional lanes or a
new highway, however, is a major construction project.
This project type requires a significant funding commitment and typically
involves a long implementation time.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Laurel Rd between I-75 & Knights Trail

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.
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IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 6 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Laurel Rd between Knights Trail & Jacaranda Blvd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Moccasin Wallow Rd between Carter Rd & US 301

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Upper Manatee River Rd between Fort Hamer Rd & Rye Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Upper Manatee River Rd between SR 64 & Fort Hamer Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes
Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

existing roadways. Widening can happen when
severely congested roads have capacity issues or do
not have sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

Palmetto Trails Network from US 41/Riverside Dr to Lincoln Park

The Palmetto Trails Network is a regional
system of transportation improvements
meant to reestablish connections lost
through the construction of US 41
through the heart of Palmetto.

Palmetto Trails will be a network of
multi modal facilities in the City of
Palmetto. The Lincoln Tunnel under US
41 and trails network will restore access
to public schools, a youth center, over a
dozen neighborhoods, seven (7) parks, a

Map Place Holder

conference center, local employment
centers, and a public transit transfer
station

by

providing

3.6

miles

of

multi modal improvements.

Pinellas Trail, FL

Off Road Shared-Use Path
Shared-use paths play an integral role in recreation,
commuting, and accessibility due to their appeal to users of
all ages and skill levels. They are bi-directional side paths or
trails physically separated from vehicular travel lanes along
roadways or completely off roadway Right-Of-Ways (ROW)
that are shared by both, pedestrians and bicyclists.

US 41 at Lincoln Park

The Palmetto Trails Network is a regional
system of transportation improvements
meant to reestablish connections lost
through the construction of US 41
through the heart of Palmetto.

Palmetto Trails will be a network of
multi modal facilities in the City of
Palmetto. The Lincoln Tunnel under US
41 and trails network will restore access
to public schools, a youth center, over a

Map Place Holder

dozen neighborhoods, seven (7) parks, a
conference center, local employment
centers, and a public transit transfer
station

by

providing

3.6

miles

of

multi modal improvements.

Lincoln Tunnel

Pinellas Trail, FL

Off Road Shared-Use Path
Shared-use paths play an integral role in recreation,
commuting, and accessibility due to their appeal to users of
all ages and skill levels. They are bi-directional side paths or
trails physically separated from vehicular travel lanes along
roadways or completely off roadway Right-Of-Ways (ROW)
that are shared by both, pedestrians and bicyclists.

CR 675 from FL-43 to N Rye Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

Lakewood Ranch Blvd from Summerfield Pkwy to University Pkwy

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

Lorraine Rd from SR 64 to University Pkwy

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

Moccasin Wallow Rd from US 41 to US 301

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

Rye Rd from Rutland Rd to SR 64

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.

TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

Map Place Holder

otherwise unable to undergo traditional
improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

Albee Farms Rd from Alt US 41 to Edmonson Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.

TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

Map Place Holder

otherwise unable to undergo traditional
improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Albee Rd W from US 41 to Casey Key Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Bay Rd from US 41 to SR 758

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Blackburn Point Rd from US 41 to Casey Key Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Center Rd from Jacaranda Blvd to N River Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Central Sarasota Blvd from US 41 to Honore Ave

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Honore Ave from Palmer Ranch Rd to Clark Rd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Palmer Ranch Blvd from McIntosh Rd to Honore Ave

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Price Blvd from Sumter Blvd to Toledo Blade Blvd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

otherwise unable to undergo traditional

Map Place Holder

improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Siesta Dr from US 41 to Shade Ave

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.

TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

Map Place Holder

otherwise unable to undergo traditional
improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Sumter Blvd from I-75 to City Center Blvd

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.

TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

Map Place Holder

otherwise unable to undergo traditional
improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events.

Toledo Blade Blvd from Price Blvd to I-75

As

roadway

congestion

and

traffic

impacts continue to increase through the
State,

Transportation

System

Management and Operations (TSM&O)
utilizes an extensive toolbox allowing
expansion beyond a project, corridor, or

single strategy.

TSM&O strategies are essential to the
implementation of proactive solutions on
corridors

that

are

constrained

or

Map Place Holder

otherwise unable to undergo traditional
improvements.

Sarasota/Mantatee Regional Traffic Management Center

Traffic Management Systems and Operations (TSM&O)
An integrated program to optimize the performance of existing multi
modal infrastructure through implementation of systems, services,
and projects to preserve capacity and improve the security, safety,
and reliability of our transportation system.
TSM&O aims to reduce congestion by recovering capacity lost to
system inefficiencies, improve safety by reducing the frequency and
severity of conflicts systemwide, and improve travel time reliability
through preemptive solutions to non‐recurring events

3rd Ave E (SR 64 diversion) from 6th St to 7th St E

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including

pedestrians,

bicyclists,

transit

riders, motorists, and freight handlers.
A transportation system based on Complete
Streets principles can help to promote safety,

quality of life, and economic development by
providing access to essential destinations
like the Bradenton Riverwalk.
This

project

would

divert

bicycle

and

Map Place Holder

pedestrian traffic from high speed SR 64 to a
parallel road that is more comfortable and
safer for bicycles and pedestrians.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

US 41/14th St from 9th Ave to 17th Ave

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including

pedestrians,

bicyclists,

transit

riders, motorists, and freight handlers.
A transportation system based on Complete
Streets principles can help to promote safety,

quality of life, and economic development by
providing access to essential destinations
like LECOM Park and Village of the Arts.

Map Place Holder

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

US 41 at 7th St

Intersection

improvements

strategies

create more usable capacity for vehicles,
improving travel times by allowing more
vehicles to move through a specific point
or segment. Additional benefits include
reduction of spillback on to major roads

and reduction of vehicle collisions.
This intersection improvement provides
an accessible connection between the
Bradenton

Area

Convention

Center,

Map Place Holder

future hotel plans, and proposed 7th St
Complete Streets.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Intersection Geometry
Intersection improvements can be changes in intersection
geometry and extension or expansion of acceleration and
deceleration lanes. They are widely used when there is
traffic spillback on major roads or where there are severe
bottlenecks.

US 41/Tamiami Trl at 23rd St W

Roundabouts

provide

reductions

in

serious injury and fatality crashes as well
as reductions in delay for road users.
Benefits of modern roundabouts have
been shown to occur in both urban and
rural areas under a wide range of traffic

conditions.
This new roundabout at the intersection
of US 41/Tamiami Trail at 23rd St W will
improve vehicle flow and pedestrian

Map Place Holder

safety. They are a safe and efficient than
conventional intersection designs.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

US 41/Tamiami Trl at 47th St

Roundabouts

provide

reductions

in

serious injury and fatality crashes as well
as reductions in delay for road users.
Benefits of modern roundabouts have
been shown to occur in both urban and
rural areas under a wide range of traffic

conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection
of US 41/Tamiami Trail at 47th St will
improve vehicle flow and pedestrian

Map Place Holder

safety. They are a safe and efficient than
conventional intersection designs.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

US 41/Tamiami Trl at Blvd of the Arts

Roundabouts

provide

reductions

in

serious injury and fatality crashes as well
as reductions in delay for road users.
Benefits of modern roundabouts have
been shown to occur in both urban and
rural areas under a wide range of traffic

conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection
of US 41/Tamiami Trail at Boulevard of
the Arts will improve vehicle flow and

Map Place Holder

pedestrian safety. They are a safe and
efficient than conventional intersection
designs.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

US 41/Tamiami Trl at Orange Ave

Roundabouts

provide

reductions

in

serious injury and fatality crashes as well
as reductions in delay for road users.
Benefits of modern roundabouts have
been shown to occur in both urban and
rural areas under a wide range of traffic

conditions.

This new roundabout at the intersection
of US 41/Tamiami Trail at Orange Ave
will improve vehicle flow and pedestrian

Map Place Holder

safety. They are a safe and efficient than
conventional intersection designs.

Gulfstream Ave Roundabout Design

Roundabout
A roundabout is a type of circular intersection but is quite unlike a
neighborhood traffic circle or large rotary. They are often safer, more
efficient, less costly and more aesthetically appealing than
conventional intersection designs.
Roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other
transportation objectives – including Complete Streets, multi modal
networks, and corridor access management – without compromising
the ability to keep people and freight moving through our towns,
cities and regions, and across the Nation.

US 41/Tamiami Trl from Rockley Blvd to River Rd

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders, motorists, and freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote safety, quality of life, and
economic

development

by

providing

access to essential destinations like
CoolToday Park.
Map Place Holder

CoolToday Park has is a new Spring
Training facility located in North Port. It is
currently the Florida Fire Frogs and Gulf
Coast

League

Braves

minor

league

baseball training facility as well as the
Atlanta Braves Spring training facility.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

US 41/Tamiami Trl from University Pkwy to Edwards Dr

Complete Streets serve the transportation
needs of users of all ages and abilities,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
riders, motorists, and freight handlers.
A

transportation

system

based

on

Complete Streets principles can help to
promote
economic

safety,

quality

development

of life, and
by

providing

access to essential destinations like the
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport
(SRQ), New College of Florida, and USF

Map Place Holder

Sarasota-Manatee.

NE 13th St Complete Streets Project in Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Complete Street
The concept of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights of way with
all users in mind to make the transportation network safer and more
efficient. They may address a wide range of elements, such as
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public transportation stops,
crossing opportunities, median islands, accessible pedestrian signals,
curb extensions, modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and
landscape treatments.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
44th Ave from 5th St W to 15th St E

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.
New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

Map Place Holder

possibly

strengthening the economy along a
particular corridor.

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to
existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Proctor Rd Extension from Lorraine Rd Extension to SR 72

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Honore Ave from Fruitville Rd to 17th St

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Ibis St from Ibis St to Lorraine Rd Extension

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Knights Trail Extension to SR 681

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Lorraine Rd Extension from Palmer Blvd to Fruitville Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Lorraine Rd Extension from SR 681 Interchange to SR 72

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Raintree Blvd from Harbor Blvd to Blueleaf Dr

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
Raintree Blvd from I-75 to Kings Highway

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

New 2 Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
River Rd from Winchester Blvd to US 41

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternatives routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
SR 64/Manatee Ave from 6th Ave to Gulf Dr

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Turn Lane

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Turn lanes provide additional new travel lanes to exist-

ing roadways. Widening can happen when severely
congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient
alternative routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
University Pkwy from I-75 to Lorraine Rd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 6 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternative routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
University Pkwy from Lorraine Rd to Bourneside Blvd

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 4 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternative routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
University Pkwy from US 41 to US 301

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 6 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternative routes for diversion.

COST FEASIBLE PLAN
University Pkwy from US 301 to I-75

DESCRIPTION
Road

widening

increases

PROJECT MAP
Map Place Holder

capacity,

reduces congestions, improves travel
times for existing traffic. It also reduces
traffic on parallel roads as traffic can
divert to less congested roadways.

New lanes and roads can encourage new
or re-development of surrounding lands,
stimulating economic growth. As more
drivers use a particular route, they may
be more apt to utilize the businesses or
homes

in

the

area,

possibly

strengthening the economy along a

particular corridor.

Picture Place Holder

IMPROVEMENT

Widen to 8 Lanes

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Road widening provides additional new travel lanes to

existing roadways. Widening can happen when severely congested roads have capacity issues or do not have
sufficient alternative routes for diversion.

